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BA(Hons) Graphic Design
UWE  2017 - 2020
First Class Degree

Art Foundation Diploma
Strode College 2016 - 2017
Distinction

ruby.cranerbuckley@gmail.com
www.rubycranerbuckley.co.uk
07495400827

Personal Statement I am driven to produce empathetic work, where I strive to use design to make 
a positive difference. I like to create and take on work that incorporates an 
environmentally conscious angle, as I believe design has the influences to bring 
about social change. I have experience of leadership and working in a team and I’m 
always curious to learn more skills and work with new people.

Achievements These include
Being on BBC News for holding an Eco Day at school.
Speaking on Radio Somerset about environmental issues.
Being part of a team that acquired £1,000 from EDF energy to fund the building of an out 
door eco classroom.

Bunker Creative
June - August 2019
I spent 10 weeks, in the London based studio, 
working on live briefs, meeting clients and 
producing (from start to finish) a limited 
edition batch of Black Penguin Gin. I gained 
valuable knowledge of what it’s like to work 
in the industry, whilst benefiting from a lively 
studio atmosphere.

Skills Digitally competent in
Illustrator               
Indesign                
Photoshop            
Premiere Pro

Physically competent in
Letterpress
Screen Printing
Illustration
DSLR and SLR Photography

Hobbies I have been a dancer for 15 years.
I trained at DanceWorks Frome, in Ballet, Pointe Work, Tap and Modern. I competed 
nationally with the UWE Ballet Squad, bringing home first prize two years running.

Volunteer Zambian Exchange
In 2014, I was part of a group that raised over £50,000 to be part of a Zambian Exchange. We 
visited primary schools where we taught classes, painted a mural in a special needs unit and 
supplied the children with stationary. The money paid for our partners to visit us in England. 
Whilst here, we took them to the seaside (which they had never seen before), camping in 
Wales, and a visit to London. The experience was incredibly enlightening and provided an eye 
opening cultural reference. I’m still in contact with my exchange partner Ruth.

A levels
Strode College 2014 - 2016
Graphic Design   A
Art                     B
Psychology         B

Whitehouse Farm Cherries
July - August 2020
I spent lockdown productively, by working as 
a fruit grader, using my keen eye to produce 
the perfect punnet. I helped sell the cherries 
in the shop and always adhered to Covid-19 
regulations.

Pencil Studios
July 2013
A week long insight into a professional studio.

Freelance Designer
March 2019 - Current
I have produced brand identities for two start 
up companies. and completed illustration 
commissions for customers.

Co-operative
2015 - 2017
I worked as a customer team member 
for 2 years. Whilst there I learnt core 
responsibilities that come with having a job, 
and showed perseverance.


